Vaughan Metropolitan Centre station
Designed by Grimshaw Architects of London and
Toronto's Paul Raff Studios, the station exemplifies
the seamless integration of art and architecture.
Clearly, artists were brought into the design process
early on.
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The ceiling and wall panels were engineered and manufactured by
Nelson Industrial Inc. with attention to detail required on an ever
changing surface shape and specific finishes for reflective and
perferated areas.

Vaughan Metropolitan Centre station

Project Brief

Attention to Detail, Scale
The clash between the suburban past and the urban
present is most obvious at the spectacular glass-enclosed
Vaughan Metropolitan Centre station. It features a
polished stainless-steel ceiling punctuated with
chamfered skylights that may be the most remarkable
thing of its kind ever seen in these parts.

TOP : Perforated stainless steel ceiling / wall panels covering 2,000 sqft. creating accoustic calm and air flow throughout the ground level of the building
BELOW : Mirror finished stainless steel ceiling & wall panels surround many of the coloured skylights and most of the upper ceiling within the station allowing reflected sunlight to greet travellers from the underground.

This is a true temple of
transportation, most of it below
grade. If passengers riding the epic
escalators that connect its three
levels feel they are entering a
21st-century underworld,
it's because they are.

The ceiling and wall panels were engineered and manufactured
by Nelson Industrial Inc. with attention to detail required on an
ever changing surface shape and specific finishes for reflective
and perferated areas.
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Vaughan Metropolitan Centre station
Designed by Grimshaw Architects of London and
Toronto's Paul Raff Studios, the station exemplifies
the seamless integration of art and architecture.
Clearly, artists were brought into the design process
early in the projects.

